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1. Install mount to vehicle 

Use 4 mm hex key to remove the four screws from the mount. Install 

mount to vehicle frame tube as shown in the illustration. 

2. Rotate Mirror keyed adjustment 

Use 4 mm hex key to loosen the adjusting screw in the end of the mirror 

until you can just barely rotate the shaft hand. You will hear a clicking 

sound as you rotate. (do NOT fully loosen as you want tension/friction 

on this shaft) 

3. Install mirror in mount 

Slide the mirror onto the mount ensuring the keyed slot is lined 

up. Loosely tighten the 3mm set screws. 

4. Set mirror angle 

Ensure the mirror glass lens is as centered as possible by gently 

pressing on it to center it left/right and top/bottom. (careful as 

too much pressure will crack lens). Lightly snug 8mm nut shown. 

Rotate the mirror assembly by clicking it through each setting 

until the desired angle for viewing is reached. Loosen the 3mm 

set screws and slide the mirror off the mount then tighten the 

4mm adjusting screw shown in step 2. 

5. Final install of the mirror          

Repeat step 3 then tighten 3mm set screws shown in step 2. 

Do not over tighten! Next, snug up 10mm swing arm nut just 

enough to provide some resistance to keep mirror from 

moving during normal use but do not over tighten!                               

Once mirror is installed, fine angle adjustments can be made 

by gently pressing on the glass. 

Installation Instructions Tools Needed:   3 mm & 4 mm hex key.   8mm & 10mm socket 



1. Mount mirrors and route each harness into the vehicle
2. Locate a switch cutout to to mount the switch.
3. Feed switch harness through the cutout (do NOT unplug wires from the switch)
4. Connect the red, green, yellow wires to corresponding wire colors on both mirror harnesses
5. Route the 3 power wires a suitable power terminal strip and connect as follows:
     12v+ keyed ignition  (for backlighting on the switch)       
     12v-      12v- ground
     12v+  constant (utilizing the included fuse holder)
6. Install 4 amp fuse into fuse holder and test system.

Questions? Email us:
INFO@ROCKLIGHTMIRRORS.COM
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